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Proteomics in Evolutionary Ecology
Evolutionary ecologists are traditionally gene-focused, as genes propagate phenotypic 31 traits across generations and mutations and recombination in the DNA generate genetic 32 diversity required for evolutionary processes. As a consequence, the inheritance of 33 changed DNA provides a molecular explanation for the functional changes associated 34 with natural selection. A direct focus on proteins on the other hand, the actual molecular 35 agents responsible for the expression of a phenotypic trait, receives far less interest from 36 ecologists and evolutionary biologists. This is partially due to the central dogma of 37 molecular biology that appears to define proteins as the 'dead-end of molecular 38 information flow' as well as technical limitations in identifying and studying proteins and 39 their diversity in the field and in many of the more exotic genera often favored in 40 ecological studies. Here we provide an overview of a newly forming field of research that 41 we refer to as 'Evolutionary Proteomics'. We point out that the origins of cellular 42 function are related to the properties of polypeptide and RNA and their interactions with 43 the environment, rather than DNA descent, and that the critical role of horizontal gene 44 transfer in evolution is more about coopting new proteins to impact cellular processes 45 than it is about modifying gene function. Furthermore, post-transcriptional and post-46 translational processes generate a remarkable diversity of mature proteins from a single 47 gene, and the properties of these mature proteins can also influence inheritance through 48 genetic and perhaps epigenetic mechanisms. The influence of post-transcriptional 49 diversification on evolutionary processes could provide a novel mechanistic underpinning 50
Introduction
65
Evolutionary theory as initially formulated by Charles Darwin [1] has become a 66 foundation for biological sciences and ranks among mankind's most important scientific 67 discoveries. The empirical support for evolutionary theory shows that traits under natural 68 selection require two characteristics that make them evolvable: variation and inheritance. 69
For evolutionary processes such as for example host-parasite / predator-prey coevolution, 70 sexual selection or ecological adaptation to occur, phenotypic variation between 71 individuals needs to be generated and maintained for a trait so that selection can 72 differentially act upon them. Furthermore, traits need to be heritable so that individualsunsatisfying and insufficient explanation for fast co-evolving traits such as for example 120 those under sexual selection or host-parasite co-evolution, where heritable changes in 121 phenotype can often become visible within a handful of generations [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . 122
123
The predominance of evolutionary studies still focuses on genes and genomes through 124 measures of mutation rates and genotype frequency changes in populations. There is no 125 current evolutionary framework or substantial research literature to understand the 126 importance of the role of translated agents -the proteins and their function -as drivers of 127 adaptation. This can be very simplistically illustrated by the co-occurrence of 'genome 128 and evolution' and 'proteome and evolution' in PubMed: a close to 50-fold difference in 129 co-occurrence exists. Woese [4] pointed out a similar dilemma for RNA biology a decade 130 ago where the importance of studying the evolution of translation of RNA to protein did 131 not fit within the molecular biology paradigm. As he pointed out in his seminal 132 contribution, "molecular biology has to bring evolution to the fore and integrate it fully -133 not hold it at arm's length" [5] . Much has changed to resolve this as the explosion of data 134 on numerous levels of RNA biology and the biological role of non-translated RNAs in 135 influencing DNA [20] (Figure 1 ) has revealed a modern 'RNA world' in eukaryotes to 136 mirror the ancestral RNA world at the time of archea and bacteria divergence [21, 22] . 137
138
In a similar way, we contend in this review that proteins are crucial molecules to study 139 directly when addressing the scientific questions typically investigated by evolutionary 140 biologists for a variety of reasons. First they normally represent the functional units ("the 141 agents") at the molecular level that are directly responsible for a phenotype seen on the 142 macroscopic scale. Secondly, most environmental factors, that are not direct mutagens, 143 act firstly on proteins and only secondarily on the genome. Thirdly, proteins are 144 responsible for determining transcriptional competency of significant portions of a given 145 genome by controlling eu/heterochromatin modulation and thus access of the 146 transcription machinery (Figure 1 ). This becomes increasingly more important given that 147 work over the last two decades has revealed that genes can produce a substantial variety loci that encode them [36] . Increasing, the techniques of proteomics also allow the 168 assessment of smaller samples, faster and more accurately, and population level analysis 169 of individuals is already a reality [37] . Mass spectrometry can identify and quantify not 170 only the abundance of proteins, but also many modifications to proteins induced by 171 ecological stimuli and through genetic susceptibility to modification [32] . Changes in the 172 partnering and strength of protein-protein interactions will also soon be able to be 173 predicted, detected and quantified [38] . 174
175
If we consequently consider protein synthesis and maturation as quantifiable mechanisms 176 to produce natural variation in gene products that selection can act upon and that can be 177 inherited, we need to integrate the analysis of proteins and their functions into a larger 178 framework for evolutionary biology using readily available molecular systems biology 179 approaches (see Table 1 Evolutionary biology from a protein perspective:
324
The ideas and hypotheses raised so far in this paper originate from the literature that has 325 combined protein biochemistry with evolutionary ecology. Such empirical crossdisciplinary work conducted over the last decade provides a number of interesting 327 examples of how questions derived from evolutionary biology have been approached 328 using a combination of discovery based proteomic analyses and the typical, hypotheses 329 driven approaches used in evolutionary ecology (see Table 1 In the next section we will further elaborate on such reproductive proteomics by 361 summarizing our own findings, which offers us an opportunity to discuss our strategy and 362 intent behind our scientific progress. Furthermore, commentary on the timeline of 363 discovery and our unpublished and pilot data allows us to provide a more general 364 overview of the benefits of proteomics for evolutionary research. Proteomics was without 365 doubt the key tool we used over the last 10 years to gain major insights into highly 366 complex biological processes and to begin to hone in on proximate mechanisms that 367 underlie reproductive traits such as high quality sperm and long-term sperm storage. We 368 started with the identification of lists of proteins in samples of interest. While this is often 369 flagged as a limitation of proteomics, because it cannot provide causal relationships, it 370 provided our protein landscape for the following years. As we illustrate below in detail, 371 these parts lists guided consequently phenotypic studies providing not only answers to Experimental follow up showed that seminal fluid is indeed remarkably efficient in 412 killing N. apis spores (Peng et al., submitted) . Moreover, our data revealed that the 413 pathogen is killed in at least two distinctly different ways, implying that there is 414 redundancy in the defense system of seminal fluid as well as some specificity, because 415 the biologically active molecules show no antimicrobial activity against a series of non-416 pathogenic microbes. Both redundancy and specificity of honeybee antimicrobial proteins 417 were novel findings that had not been reported previously for insects. Thirdly, we foundmolecules that we predicted to be involved in sexual conflict. The presence of ejaculates 419 from multiple males within a female's sexual tract can result in postcopulatory sexual 420 selection, operating either as sperm competition [104] or cryptic female choice [105] . We 421 hypothesized that the battlegrounds of these events are extracellular spaces dominated by 422 secreted proteomes and the effective role and variability of these protein sets would be 423 defining paternity success. We indeed found that seminal fluid proteins of polyandrous 424 honeybees and leaf cutter ants are capable to kill sperm of rival males, known as sperm 425 incapacitation [106] . 426
This shows how our initial identification of proteins in the seminal fluid of honeybees 427 generated a number of predictions about function, which were accurate because we were 428 able to confirm the expected phenotypes through follow up experiments. The proteins 429 identified were confirmed to be the biologically active molecules, and our functional 430 analyses have already provided subsets of target proteins for further study [107] . Finally, 431 our work indicated that seminal fluid proteins or protein networks interact with other 432 proteomes, such as those of rival ejaculates, the queen or parasites, encouraging us to also 433 identify these additional proteomes. 434
The honeybee sperm proteome revealed the presence of a very distinct subset of proteins 435
[108], many of them being related to energy metabolism. Their high abundance in 436 honeybee sperm implied that the survival of high quality sperm is closely associated with 437 energy production. When we quantified the effect of some of these proteins on sperm 438 metabolism we were able to confirm that these proteins are biologically active and are 439 key for sperm survival. A second group of abundant proteins we detected in honeybee 440 sperm are related to transcriptional or translational activities, which was surprising given 441 that sperm is often believed to be translationally and transcriptionally silent. Providing 442 sperm with radiolabeled amino acids confirmed that sperm indeed produce proteins at a 443 low rate [109] . alive for years, and its high connectivity seems to provide a biochemical environment that 455 has been selected for maximized sperm survival [110] . We therefore expected the 456 proteome of sperm to adapt to these changes in their biochemical environment. We have 457 now confirmed this experimentally [107] , and key enzymes with changed abundances 458 were as expected related to energy production. Consequently, we were able to provide 459 important molecular insights into the secrets of long-term sperm storage, which were 460 facilitated by the presence of a relatively small number of enzymes that maximize ATP 461 production and minimize oxidative stress. 
